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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Hours Of Operation. Based on Standard
Horsepower. Horsepower figure based on Premium Fuel Only. Base models compared. Based
on manufacturer websites. Technology refers to advanced vehicle features including driver
assistance systems and connectivity, comfort, and convenience features. Claim based on ability
to see up to 2 vehicles ahead. Intelligent Forward Collision Warning cannot prevent collisions.
Rear Automatic Braking cannot prevent all collisions and may not provide warning or braking in
all conditions. Driver should always turn and check surroundings before driving and brake as
needed to prevent collisions. The new TITAN is built on simple principles, providing drivers with
a dependable, powerful truck which leaves the competition in its wake when it comes to power,
safety features and technology. Based on Standard Horsepower and Torque. Horsepower and
Torque figures based on Premium Fuel Only. Other terms and conditions also apply. See dealer
for complete warranty details. Warranty claim is current at time of printing. Based on Standard
Torque. Torque figure based on Premium Fuel Only Base models compared. Towing capability
varies by configuration. Back to top. MSRP excludes tax, title, license, options and destination
charge. Dealer sets actual price. Finance Department. Quick Service. Get Directions. McCarthy
Olathe Nissan - a Nissan vehicle for every lifestyle. New Vehicle Inventory. New Vehicle
Specials. Used and Certified Inventory. Used and Certified Specials. Service Specials. Schedule
Service. Collision Center. Financing Pre-Approval. View Inventory. Get Pre-Approved. Sales
Open By Appointment Only. Nissan New Models. Clear All. View Inventory Research Model.
McCarthy Olathe Nissan. Sales Service Parts As your resource for everything from new Nissan
models and quality used cars to low-APR car loans and auto service, our Nissan dealership is
here to help you resolve your automotive quandaries in the blink of an eye. Very simply, you
can always rely on our Nissan dealership in Olathe, KS. Browse our current inventory of new
Nissan models and used cars for sale in Olathe. It would be our genuine pleasure to lend a
hand. When you purchase any new Nissan or pre-owned car from our Olathe dealership, you
may qualify to have that vehicle delivered straight to your home or workplace. Free Delivery. Are
you looking for the ultimate driving experience in Kansas City? Just take a trip to our Nissan
dealership in Olathe, KS, and your dreams will come true. Our Nissan car dealership near the
Legends has every possible new Nissan you could imagine. Only the best for our customers.
Want a new car in Kansas City? Allow our sales staff, with their many years of experience, to
help you find your dream vehicle from our wide variety of new Nissan cars, truck, and SUVs.
Browse through our new Nissan inventory and take advantage of our new car specials for great
savings. We believe a little planning will help you save time at our Kansas City dealership, so be
sure to request a quote before you visit. Need help finding a specific car? Need help finding the
right auto loan or lease deal? We've got you covered. At McCarthy Olathe Nissan, we believe in
smart financing; that is why we provide all customers with a knowledgeable auto financing staff
to help them make smart auto financing decisions. Got your eye on one of our class-leading
Nissan cars? Our friendly finance team makes auto financing easy and hassle-free. Looking for
expert tips and advice on auto repairs? Look no further. Our Nissan certified service

technicians offer preventative maintenance services as well as performance-inspired auto
repairs using the latest diagnostic technology. Whether you need work done on your tires,
brakes, engine, or if you need a simple oil change; you can trust our experts to get the job done
right every time. We also know auto repair costs can dent your budget, which is why we provide
our Olathe community with competitive prices and fair estimates. Always expect an honest
quote from our honest mechanics and repair technicians. To request more information about
our new and used cars for sale, or if you need to inquire about auto financing, simply call or
visit our Olathe dealership at We consider our car shoppers as friends; that is why we go above
and beyond to make sure that everyone who walks through our doors is well taken care of.
Hours Of Operation. Sales Service Parts. Add vehicles to compare. You can compare up to 3
vehicles at a time. Available Inventory. Get Pre-Qualified. Get Pre-Approved. Search Inventory
Submit. Clear All. New Used Certified Nissan In-stock Install Payment. Payment Term. Body
Color. Price range. Min Max. All Cash Finance Fuel Type. Electric 1 Gas Automatic 16
Continuous Vehicle Results Vehicle Disclaimer. Home New. New Nissan Altima 2. See Important
Disclosures Here. Personalize My Price. Previous 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Next. Prices do not include
additional fees and costs of closing, including government fees and taxes, any finance charges,
any dealer documentation fees, any emissions testing fees or other fees. All prices,
specifications and availability subject to change without notice. Contact dealer for most current
information. All current factory rebates assigned to dealer. Not all customers will qualify for all
rebates. Check with your sales consultant to see which available rebates you qualify for. With
approved credit through Nissan Motor Acceptance Corporation. Vehicle may have previously
been a courtesy loaner vehicle. McCarthy trade assistance requires trade of a or newer vehicle
with less than , miles. Dealership must arrange financing for McCarthy down payment
assistance. Not eligible on cash purchases. Discount off MSRP. Administrative fee, license,
other applicable state titling fees, and taxes are extra. Not available with special finance, lease
and other offers. Offers expire month end or when manufacture lists their incentives will expire.
At McCarthy Nissan in Olathe, your satisfaction is our top priority. Take a few moments to
browse our online inventory of new and used cars for sale, compare your favorites, and take a
virtual test drive. When you purchase any new Nissan or pre-owned car from our Olathe
dealership, you may qualify to have that vehicle delivered straight to your home or workplace.
Browse Our New Nissan Inventory. Fashionable, sporty, and sleek, the new Nissan vehicles at
our car dealership offer it all. From two-door coupes and practical sedans to spacious SUVs and
modern hatchbacks, our showroom is not lacking in variety thanks to wall-to-wall style and
friendly salespeople who put customers first. Because your new Nissan awaits. See dealer for
details. McCarthy is synonymous with excellence for good reason. We're committed to offering
not only one of Olathe's largest selections of new Nissan cars, trucks, SUVs, and vans but also
an enormous inventory of used cars and certified pre-owned Nissan models, the latter of which
are in like-new condition and come with incredible warranties. The differences between buying a
new Nissan and a used Nissan aren't as extreme as one might expect. Buying a certified used
Nissan from McCarthy grants you the luxury of late-model features with a friendlier sticker
price. Each certified used Nissan for sale at our dealership passes an extensive multi-point
inspection, so you can feel safeguarded while you're behind the wheel. With all the benefits
associated with "new" and a cost more reflective of "used," it's obvious that CPO Nissan
models can't be beaten. There's no better option for car buyers who appreciate a good value
without sacrificing quality. Sometimes the best of both worlds is right at your fingertips. In
addition to our CPO used Nissan vehicles, our inventory is constantly updated with a variety of
used cars to fit every need. As far as Olathe used cars go, McCarthy Nissan is home to one of
the largest and most diverse selections in the area. Essentially, if you're looking for a cheap
used car for sale near Kansas City, you've come to the right spot. That means offering the latest
Nissan models and affordable pre-owned vehicles. If you have questions about any of the new
Nissans or used cars you see above or would like to schedule a test drive, reach out to us at
Certain manufacturer incentives may involve eligibility verification. This vehicle may have
previously been a Loaner Vehicle. Prices may contain errors due to vendor or electronic errors.
At McCarthy Olathe Nissan, we feature all sorts of special sales on all sorts of equally special
vehicles. Ready to get started on leasing a Nissan or getting pre-approved for a used car loan in
Olathe? Add vehicles to compare. You can compare up to 3 vehicles at a time. Available
Inventory. Get Pre-Qualified. Get Pre-Approved. Search Inventory Submit. Clear All. New Used
Certified In-stock Install Payment. Payment Term. Body Color. Price range. Min Max. All 47
Other Fuel Type. History Report. Yes One Owner. Automatic Continuous 31 Manual 9. Vehicle
Results Vehicle Disclaimer. Home Preowned. See Important Disclosures Here. Personalize My
Price. Certified Nissan Altima 2. Quick View Save Compare. Used Nissan Altima 2. Used Audi Q5
quattro 4dr 3. Previous 1 2 3 4 Prices do not include additional fees and costs of closing,

including government fees and taxes, any finance charges, any dealer documentation fees, any
emissions testing fees or other fees. All prices, specifications and availability subject to change
without notice. Contact dealer for most current information. All current factory rebates assigned
to dealer. Not all customers will qualify for all rebates. Check with your sales consultant to see
which available rebates you qualify for. With approved credit through Nissan Motor Acceptance
Corporation. Vehicle may have previously been a courtesy loaner vehicle. McCarthy trade
assistance requires trade of a or newer vehicle with less than , miles. Dealership must arrange
financing for McCarthy down payment assistance. Not eligible on cash purchases. Discount off
MSRP. Administrative fee, license, other applicable state titling fees, and taxes are extra. Not
available with special finance, lease and other offers. Offers expire month end or when
manufacture lists their incentives will expire. At McCarthy Nissan in Olathe, your satisfaction is
our top priority. Take a few moments to browse our online inventory of new and used cars for
sale, compare your favorites, and take a virtual test drive. When you purchase any new Nissan
or pre-owned car from our Olathe dealership, you may qualify to have that vehicle delivered
straight to your home or workplace. Browse Our New Nissan Inventory. Fashionable, sporty,
and sleek, the new Nissan vehicles at our car dealership offer it all. From two-door coupes and
practical sedans to spacious SUVs and modern hatchbacks, our showroom is not lacking in
variety thanks to wall-to-wall style and friendly salespeople who put customers first. Because
your new Nissan awaits. See dealer for details. McCarthy is synonymous with excellence for
good reason. We're committed to offering not only one of Olathe's largest selections of new
Nissan cars, trucks, SUVs, and vans but also an enormous inventory of used cars and certified
pre-owned Nissan models, the latter of which are in like-new condition and come with incredible
warranties. The differences between buying a new Nissan and a used Nissan aren't as extreme
as one might expect. Buying a certified used Nissan from McCarthy grants you the luxury of
late-model features with a friendlier sticker price. Each certified used Nissan for sale at our
dealership passes an extensive multi-point inspection, so you can feel safeguarded while you're
behind the wheel. With all the benefits associated with "new" and a cost more reflective of
"used," it's obvious that CPO Nissan models can't be beaten. There's no better option for car
buyers who appreciate a good value without sacrificing quality. Sometimes the best of both
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worlds is right at your fingertips. In addition to our CPO used Nissan vehicles, our inventory is
constantly updated with a variety of used cars to fit every need. As far as Olathe used cars go,
McCarthy Nissan is home to one of the largest and most diverse selections in the area.
Essentially, if you're looking for a cheap used car for sale near Kansas City, you've come to the
right spot. That means offering the latest Nissan models and affordable pre-owned vehicles. If
you have questions about any of the new Nissans or used cars you see above or would like to
schedule a test drive, reach out to us at Certain manufacturer incentives may involve eligibility
verification. This vehicle may have previously been a Loaner Vehicle. Prices may contain errors
due to vendor or electronic errors. At McCarthy Olathe Nissan, we feature all sorts of special
sales on all sorts of equally special vehicles. Ready to get started on leasing a Nissan or getting
pre-approved for a used car loan in Olathe?

